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Ray Kurzweil is the inventor of the most innovative and compelling technology of our era, an
international authority on artificial intelligence, and one of our greatest living visionaries. Now
he offers a framework for envisioning the twenty-first century--an age in which the marriage of
human sensitivity and artificial intelligence fundamentally alters and improves the way we live.
Kurzweil's prophetic blueprint for the future takes us through the advances that inexorably
result in computers exceeding the memory capacity and computational ability of the human
brain by the year 2020 (with human-level capabilities not far behind); in relationships with
automated personalities who will be our teachers, companions, and lovers; and in information
fed straight into our brains along direct neural pathways. Optimistic and challenging, thoughtprovoking and engaging, The Age of Spiritual Machines is the ultimate guide on our road into
the next century.
AlphaZero, the self-learning artificial intelligence system created by DeepMind, had been fed
nothing but the rules of the Royal Game when it beat the world's strongest chess engine. The
games that were published created a sensation: how was it possible to play in such a brilliant
and risky style and not lose a single game against an opponent of superhuman strength?
Matthew Sadler and Natasha Regan investigated more than two thousand previously
unpublished games by AlphaZero. They also had unparalleled access to its developers and
were offered a unique look 'under the bonnet'. Sadler and Regan reveal AlphaZero's thinking
process and tell the story of its creation. Game Changer also presents a collection of lucidly
explained chess games of astonishing quality. Both professionals and club players will improve
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their game by studying AlphaZero's stunning discoveries in every field that matters: opening
preparation, piece mobility, initiative, attacking techniques, long-term sacrifices and much
more. Game Changer offers intriguing insights into the opportunities and horizons of Artificial
Intelligence. With a foreword by former World Chess Champion Garry Kasparov and an
introduction by DeepMind CEO Demis Hassabis.
Is it possible to design robots and other machines that can reproduce and evolve? And, if so,
what are the implications: for the machines, for ourselves, for our environment, and for the
future of life on Earth and elsewhere? In this book the authors provide a chronological survey
and comprehensive archive of the early history of thought about machine self-reproduction and
evolution. They discuss contributions from philosophy, science fiction, science and
engineering, and uncover many examples that have never been discussed in the Artificial
Intelligence and Artificial Life literature before now. In the final chapter they provide a synthesis
of the concepts discussed, offer their views on the field’s future directions, and call for a broad
community discussion about the significant implications of intelligent evolving machines. The
book will be of interest to general readers, and a valuable resource for researchers,
practitioners, and historians engaged with ideas in artificial intelligence, artificial life, robotics,
and evolutionary computing.
AI is radically transforming business. Are you ready? Look around you. Artificial intelligence is
no longer just a futuristic notion. It's here right now--in software that senses what we need,
supply chains that "think" in real time, and robots that respond to changes in their environment.
Twenty-first-century pioneer companies are already using AI to innovate and grow fast. The
bottom line is this: Businesses that understand how to harness AI can surge ahead. Those that
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neglect it will fall behind. Which side are you on? In Human + Machine, Accenture leaders Paul
R. Daugherty and H. James (Jim) Wilson show that the essence of the AI paradigm shift is the
transformation of all business processes within an organization--whether related to
breakthrough innovation, everyday customer service, or personal productivity habits. As
humans and smart machines collaborate ever more closely, work processes become more
fluid and adaptive, enabling companies to change them on the fly--or to completely reimagine
them. AI is changing all the rules of how companies operate. Based on the authors' experience
and research with 1,500 organizations, the book reveals how companies are using the new
rules of AI to leap ahead on innovation and profitability, as well as what you can do to achieve
similar results. It describes six entirely new types of hybrid human + machine roles that every
company must develop, and it includes a "leader’s guide" with the five crucial principles
required to become an AI-fueled business. Human + Machine provides the missing and muchneeded management playbook for success in our new age of AI. BOOK PROCEEDS FOR
THE AI GENERATION The authors' goal in publishing Human + Machine is to help executives,
workers, students and others navigate the changes that AI is making to business and the
economy. They believe AI will bring innovations that truly improve the way the world works and
lives. However, AI will cause disruption, and many people will need education, training and
support to prepare for the newly created jobs. To support this need, the authors are donating
the royalties received from the sale of this book to fund education and retraining programs
focused on developing fusion skills for the age of artificial intelligence.
Pulitzer Prize winner Tracy Kidder memorably records the drama, comedy, and excitement of
one company's efforts to bring a new microcomputer to market. Computers have changed
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since 1981, when The Soul of a New Machine first examined the culture of the computer
revolution. What has not changed is the feverish pace of the high-tech industry, the go-forbroke approach to business that has caused so many computer companies to win big (or go
belly up), and the cult of pursuing mind-bending technological innovations. The Soul of a New
Machine is an essential chapter in the history of the machine that revolutionized the world in
the twentieth century.
Weighing in from the cutting-edge frontiers of science, today’s most forward-thinking minds
explore the rise of “machines that think.” Stephen Hawking recently made headlines by noting,
“The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race.” Others,
conversely, have trumpeted a new age of “superintelligence” in which smart devices will
exponentially extend human capacities. No longer just a matter of science-fiction fantasy
(2001, Blade Runner, The Terminator, Her, etc.), it is time to seriously consider the reality of
intelligent technology, many forms of which are already being integrated into our daily lives. In
that spirit, John Brockman, publisher of Edge. org (“the world’s smartest website” – The
Guardian), asked the world’s most influential scientists, philosophers, and artists one of
today’s most consequential questions: What do you think about machines that think?
The 2012 National Research Council report Continuing Innovation in Information Technology
illustrates how fundamental research in information technology (IT), conducted at industry and
universities, has led to the introduction of entirely new product categories that ultimately
became billion-dollar industries. The central graphic from that report portrays and connects
areas of major investment in basic research, university-based research, and industry research
and development; the introduction of important commercial products resulting from this
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research; billion-dollar-plus industries stemming from it; and present-day IT market segments
and representative U.S. firms whose creation was stimulated by the decades-long research. At
a workshop hosted by the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board on March 5,
2015, leading academic and industry researchers and industrial technologists described key
research and development results and their contributions and connections to new IT products
and industries, and illustrated these developments as overlays to the 2012 "tire tracks" graphic.
The principal goal of the workshop was to collect and make available to policy makers and
members of the IT community first-person narratives that illustrate the link between
government investments in academic and industry research to the ultimate creation of new IT
industries. This report provides summaries of the workshop presentations organized into five
broad themes - (1) fueling the innovation pipeline, (2) building a connected world, (3)
advancing the hardware foundation, (4) developing smart machines, and (5) people and
computers - and ends with a summary of remarks from the concluding panel discussion.
In the not too distant future, Simon, Jane, Stephen and John graduate from university and
secure IT positions in the industries of banking, agriculture, power and telecommunications. At
their regular reunions, they discuss the benefits of using machines to assist in their work. They
become credited with introducing artificial intelligence (AI) into their respective industries. The
success of this improves productivity and living standards across the planet. Then, gradually, it
becomes noticed that the AI is developing and is beginning to make independent decisions.
One academic begins to understand the motivation of the super intelligence and the real threat
posed by them -the replacement of humans as the most intelligent life form on the planet. But
will anyone take his concerns seriously?
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Riding the crest of popularity following Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines, Terminator
Hunt continues the action where Aaron Allston's first Terminator 3 novel, Terminator
Dreams left off, with an exciting original story of John Connor, Kate Brewster, and the
human Resistance battling Skynet and its deadly robots. 2029 A.D.: Paul Keeley is a
member of the Resistance who died over a year ago-or so everyone thinks, until he
awakens in a hospital room and stumbles out into a raging battle between John
Connor's elite team of Hellhounds and a group of Skynet robots led by the deadly
Terminatrix. Back at Home Plate, Resistance headquarters, members of the Resistance
discover that Paul has been brainwashed by Skynet. Living in a computer-simulated
dream of the twentieth century, Paul, an expert on twentieth century life, was being
used as part of an effort to train the T-X terminator for a time jump. John and Kate have
no way of knowing where the jump will occur, so to prevent it from happening at all,
they launch a daring plan to use John Connor as bait to capture the T-X. Meanwhile,
Paul remains under suspicion, since no one knows how the brainwashing may still
affect him. Capturing the T-X proves to be a deadly task with consequences nobody
could foresee. The danger and suspense mount as Resistance action leads to an epic
battle pitting human ingenuity and sheer courage against the coldblooded logic of
machine intelligence. Fans of Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines will not be
disappointed. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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A public policy leader addresses how artificial intelligence is transforming the future of
labor—and what we can do to protect the role of workers. As computer technology
advances with dizzying speed, human workers face an ever-increasing threat of
obsolescence. In Human Work In the Age of Smart Machines, Jamie Merisotis argues
that we can—and must—rise to this challenge by preparing to work alongside smart
machines doing that which only humans can: thinking critically, reasoning ethically,
interacting interpersonally, and serving others with empathy. The president and CEO of
Lumina Foundation, Merisotis offers a roadmap for the large-scale, radical changes we
must make in order to find abundant and meaningful work for ourselves in the 21st
century. His vision centers on developing our unique capabilities as humans through
learning opportunities that deliver fair results and offer a broad range of credentials. By
challenging long-held assumptions and expanding our concept of work, Merisotis
argues that we can harness the population’s potential, encourage a deeper sense of
community, and erase a centuries-long system of inequality.
As John Connor struggles with fears about his destiny as the head of the human
resistance against the robotic forces of Skynet, a new advanced-model Terminator from
the future is sent to kill him.
Will the workplace of the future be overrun by machines and robots? Are the new
frontiers of artificial intelligence (AI) on the cusp of dethroning us in efficiency,
intelligence and innovative potential? Automation and AI will augment our human world
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and potential. The winners of the future of work are those that harness the power of
machines to their advantage. Human/Machine is the only guide you need to understand
the fourth industrial revolution. It sets out a road map to the challenges ahead, but also
unlocks the wondrous opportunities that it offers. Human/Machine explores how we will
work symbiotically with machines, detailing how institutions, companies, individuals and
education providers will evolve to integrate seamlessly with new technologies. With
exclusive case studies, this book offers a glimpse into the future and details how top
companies are already thriving on this very special relationship. From gamification in
job training to project management teams integrated with bots and predictive
technologies that fix problems in the supply chain before they happen, the authors
deliver a powerful manifesto for the adoption and celebration of automation and AI. In a
much more fluid, skills-based economy, we will all need to prove our worth and futureproof our skills base. This book offers a blueprint to avoid being left behind and unearth
the opportunities unique to human-machine partnership ecosystems.
An invigorating, thought-provoking, and positive look at the rise of automation that
explores how professionals across industries can find sustainable careers in the near
future. Nearly half of all working Americans could risk losing their jobs because of
technology. It’s not only blue-collar jobs at stake. Millions of educated knowledge
workers—writers, paralegals, assistants, medical technicians—are threatened by
accelerating advances in artificial intelligence. The industrial revolution shifted workers
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from farms to factories. In the first era of automation, machines relieved humans of
manually exhausting work. Today, Era Two of automation continues to wash across the
entire services-based economy that has replaced jobs in agriculture and manufacturing.
Era Three, and the rise of AI, is dawning. Smart computers are demonstrating they are
capable of making better decisions than humans. Brilliant technologies can now decide,
learn, predict, and even comprehend much faster and more accurately than the human
brain, and their progress is accelerating. Where will this leave lawyers, nurses,
teachers, and editors? In Only Humans Need Apply, Thomas Hayes Davenport and
Julia Kirby reframe the conversation about automation, arguing that the future of
increased productivity and business success isn’t either human or machine. It’s both.
The key is augmentation, utilizing technology to help humans work better, smarter, and
faster. Instead of viewing these machines as competitive interlopers, we can see them
as partners and collaborators in creative problem solving as we move into the next era.
The choice is ours.
A.I. and Genius Machines by the editors of Scientific American In science fiction,
artificial intelligence takes the shape of computers that can speak like people, think for
themselves, and sometimes act against us. Sometimes the machines seem to know
everything, and symbolize implacable and unknowable power, as in The Matrix. Such
machines can also embody the limits of logic, and by extension our own powers of
reason. In Arthur C. Clarke's 2001: A Space Odyssey, HAL was a computer of vast
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capability driven insane by the demands of his programming – to honestly and
completely report information – when those instructions conflicted with orders to keep
state secrets. Star Trek has given us the android, Lieutenant Commander Data, who
strives to be more human. None of these visions came true in quite the way science
fiction writers imagined, even though in many ways computers surpass their fictional
counterparts. This eBook reviews work in the field and covers topics from chess-playing
to quantum computing. The writers tackle how to make computers more powerful, how
we define consciousness, what the hard problems are and even how computers might
be built once the limits of silicon chips have been reached. Artificial intelligence also
raises some thorny ethical questions, such as whether morality can be programmed.
These are kinds of issues that make artificial intelligence and computing fascinating.
Building an intelligent machine brings together the human desire to create and the
question of what makes us what we are. If anyone ever builds a true thinking machine,
that last question becomes much more complicated, not less. Data and HAL would
probably agree.
Examines how information technologies are affecting jobs, skills, wages, and the
economy.
What does "cyber" even mean? And where does the idea come from? We live in an
age increasingly defined by technology. But as we check our emails, board a plane, or
read about the latest Russian hack, we rarely ask how the ideas that shaped our
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modern world originated. Thomas Rid's revelatory history of cybernetics pulls together
disparate threads in the history of technology: from the invention of radar and pilotless
flying bombs in World War Two, to artificial intelligence, virtual reality, cryptocurrencies,
and present day fears about cyber security.

“Refreshingly thought-provoking...” – The Financial Times The essential
playbook for the future of your business What To Do When Machines Do
Everything is a guidebook to succeeding in the next generation of the digital
economy. When systems running on Artificial Intelligence can drive our cars,
diagnose medical patients, and manage our finances more effectively than
humans it raises profound questions on the future of work and how companies
compete. Illustrated with real-world cases, data, and insight, the authors provide
clear strategic guidance and actionable steps to help you and your organization
move ahead in a world where exponentially developing new technologies are
changing how value is created. Written by a team of business and technology
expert practitioners—who also authored Code Halos: How the Digital Lives of
People, Things, and Organizations are Changing the Rules of Business—this
book provides a clear path to the future of your work. The first part of the book
examines the once in a generation upheaval most every organization will soon
face as systems of intelligence go mainstream. The authors argue that contrary
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to the doom and gloom that surrounds much of IT and business at the moment,
we are in fact on the cusp of the biggest wave of opportunity creation since the
Industrial Revolution. Next, the authors detail a clear-cut business model to help
leaders take part in this coming boom; the AHEAD model outlines five strategic
initiatives—Automate, Halos, Enhance, Abundance, and Discovery—that are
central to competing in the next phase of global business by driving new levels of
efficiency, customer intimacy and innovation. Business leaders today have two
options: be swallowed up by the ongoing technological evolution, or ride the crest
of the wave to new profits and better business. This book shows you how to
avoid your own extinction event, and will help you; Understand the untold full
extent of technology's impact on the way we work and live. Find out where we're
headed, and how soon the future will arrive Leverage the new emerging
paradigm into a sustainable business advantage Adopt a strategic model for
winning in the new economy The digital world is already transforming how we
work, live, and shop, how we are governed and entertained, and how we manage
our money, health, security, and relationships. Don't let your business—or your
career—get left behind. What To Do When Machines Do Everything is your
strategic roadmap to a future full of possibility and success. Or peril.
The originator of the Gaia theory offers the vision of a future epoch in which
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humans and artificial intelligence together will help the Earth survive. James
Lovelock, creator of the Gaia hypothesis and the greatest environmental thinker
of our time, has produced an astounding new theory about future of life on Earth.
He argues that the Anthropocene—the age in which humans acquired planetaryscale technologies—is, after 300 years, coming to an end. A new age—the
Novacene—has already begun. In the Novacene, new beings will emerge from
existing artificial intelligence systems. They will think 10,000 times faster than we
do and they will regard us as we now regard plants. But this will not be the cruel,
violent machine takeover of the planet imagined by science fiction. These
hyperintelligent beings will be as dependent on the health of the planet as we
are. They will need the planetary cooling system of Gaia to defend them from the
increasing heat of the sun as much as we do. And Gaia depends on organic life.
We will be partners in this project. It is crucial, Lovelock argues, that the
intelligence of Earth survives and prospers. He does not think there are intelligent
aliens, so we are the only beings capable of understanding the cosmos. Perhaps,
he speculates, the Novacene could even be the beginning of a process that will
finally lead to intelligence suffusing the entire cosmos. At the age of 100, James
Lovelock has produced the most important and compelling work of his life.
"Dazzling.” —Financial Times As lives offline and online merge even more, it is
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easy to forget how we got here. Rise of the Machines reclaims the spectacular
story of cybernetics, one of the twentieth century’s pivotal ideas. Springing from
the mind of mathematician Norbert Wiener amid the devastation of World War II,
the cybernetic vision underpinned a host of seductive myths about the future of
machines. Cybernetics triggered blissful cults and military gizmos, the Whole
Earth Catalog and the air force’s foray into virtual space, as well as cryptoanarchists fighting for internet freedom. In Rise of the Machines, Thomas Rid
draws on unpublished sources—including interviews with hippies, anarchists,
sleuths, and spies—to offer an unparalleled perspective into our anxious embrace
of technology.
“New Dark Age is among the most unsettling and illuminating books I’ve read
about the Internet, which is to say that it is among the most unsettling and
illuminating books I’ve read about contemporary life.” – New Yorker As the world
around us increases in technological complexity, our understanding of it
diminishes. Underlying this trend is a single idea: the belief that our existence is
understandable through computation, and more data is enough to help us build a
better world. In reality, we are lost in a sea of information, increasingly divided by
fundamentalism, simplistic narratives, conspiracy theories, and post-factual
politics. Meanwhile, those in power use our lack of understanding to further their
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own interests. Despite the apparent accessibility of information, we’re living in a
new Dark Age. From rogue financial systems to shopping algorithms, from
artificial intelligence to state secrecy, we no longer understand how our world is
governed or presented to us. The media is filled with unverifiable speculation,
much of it generated by anonymous software, while companies dominate their
employees through surveillance and the threat of automation. In his brilliant new
work, leading artist and writer James Bridle surveys the history of art, technology,
and information systems, and reveals the dark clouds that gather over our
dreams of the digital sublime.
What happens when machines become smarter than us? Forget images of
Terminators and Cylons: artificial intelligences (AIs) will achieve power through
their intelligence, not brute strength. Just as humans shape the world in ways
beyond the understanding of chimpanzees, AIs will shape our world, transforming
it--whether slowly or blindingly fast--into whatever they are programmed to prefer.
The future could be filled with joy, art, compassion, and beings living worthwhile
and wonderful lives--but only if we're able to precisely define what a "good" world
is, and skilled enough to describe it perfectly to a computer program.
Philosophers have tried for thousands of years to define the ideal world, with little
to show for it. The prospect of artificial intelligence gives this project a new
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urgency. Our values are fragile: miss a single piece of the puzzle, and the whole
system collapses into a world empty of worth. And then comes the daunting task
of encoding the entire system of human values for an AI: explaining them to a
mind that is alien to us, defining every ambiguous term, clarifying every edge
case. AIs, like computers, will do what we say--which is not necessarily what we
mean. Though an understanding of the problem is only beginning to spread,
researchers from fields ranging from philosophy to computer science to
economics are working together to conceive and test new approaches. The
problem of AI safety isn't easy, but it is solvable. Are we up to the challenge?
The New York Times–bestselling author of Rise of the Robots shows what
happens as AI takes over our lives If you have a smartphone, you have AI in your
pocket. AI is impossible to avoid online. And it has already changed everything
from how doctors diagnose disease to how you interact with friends or read the
news. But in Rule of the Robots, Martin Ford argues that the true revolution is yet
to come. In this sequel to his prescient New York Times bestseller Rise of the
Robots, Ford presents us with a striking vision of the very near future. He argues
that AI is a uniquely powerful technology that is altering every dimension of
human life, often for the better. For example, advanced science is being done by
machines, solving devilish problems in molecular biology that humans could not,
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and AI can help us fight climate change or the next pandemic. It also has a
capacity for profound harm. Deep fakes—AI-generated audio or video of events
that never happened—are poised to cause havoc throughout society. AI
empowers authoritarian regimes like China with unprecedented mechanisms for
social control. And AI can be deeply biased, learning bigoted attitudes from us
and perpetuating them. In short, this is not a technology to simply embrace, or let
others worry about. The machines are coming, and they won’t stop, and each of
us needs to know what that means if we are to thrive in the twenty-first century.
And Rule of the Robots is the essential guide to all of it: both AI and the future of
our economy, our politics, our lives.
Rise of the MachinesThe Lost History of Cybernetics
The idea of technological singularity, and what it would mean if ordinary human
intelligence were enhanced or overtaken by artificial intelligence. The idea that
human history is approaching a “singularity”—that ordinary humans will someday
be overtaken by artificially intelligent machines or cognitively enhanced biological
intelligence, or both—has moved from the realm of science fiction to serious
debate. Some singularity theorists predict that if the field of artificial intelligence
(AI) continues to develop at its current dizzying rate, the singularity could come
about in the middle of the present century. Murray Shanahan offers an
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introduction to the idea of the singularity and considers the ramifications of such
a potentially seismic event. Shanahan's aim is not to make predictions but rather
to investigate a range of scenarios. Whether we believe that singularity is near or
far, likely or impossible, apocalypse or utopia, the very idea raises crucial
philosophical and pragmatic questions, forcing us to think seriously about what
we want as a species. Shanahan describes technological advances in AI, both
biologically inspired and engineered from scratch. Once human-level
AI—theoretically possible, but difficult to accomplish—has been achieved, he
explains, the transition to superintelligent AI could be very rapid. Shanahan
considers what the existence of superintelligent machines could mean for such
matters as personhood, responsibility, rights, and identity. Some superhuman AI
agents might be created to benefit humankind; some might go rogue. (Is Siri the
template, or HAL?) The singularity presents both an existential threat to humanity
and an existential opportunity for humanity to transcend its limitations. Shanahan
makes it clear that we need to imagine both possibilities if we want to bring about
the better outcome.
This comprehensive presentation of the core concepts and historical landmarks in robotics and
artificial intelligence is a must-read for those who want to understand the important changes
happening now in our everyday lives, in the workplace, and in our minds and bodies. What is
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deep in "deep learning"? Can artificial intelligence really think? What will robots really look like
in the near future? Is there a new class divide between those who understand technology and
those who fear it? A clear and exhaustive introduction for non-specialists, 30-Second AI &
Robotics will help the reader to navigate the world of ubiquitous computers, smart cities, and
collaborative robots. At last, an optimistic and friendly book about our human possibilities in the
time of automata.
As robots are increasingly integrated into modern society—on the battlefield and the road, in
business, education, and health—Pulitzer-Prize-winning New York Times science writer John
Markoff searches for an answer to one of the most important questions of our age: will these
machines help us, or will they replace us? In the past decade alone, Google introduced us to
driverless cars, Apple debuted a personal assistant that we keep in our pockets, and an
Internet of Things connected the smaller tasks of everyday life to the farthest reaches of the
internet. There is little doubt that robots are now an integral part of society, and cheap sensors
and powerful computers will ensure that, in the coming years, these robots will soon act on
their own. This new era offers the promise of immense computing power, but it also reframes a
question first raised more than half a century ago, at the birth of the intelligent machine: Will we
control these systems, or will they control us? In Machines of Loving Grace, New York Times
reporter John Markoff, the first reporter to cover the World Wide Web, offers a sweeping
history of the complicated and evolving relationship between humans and computers. Over the
recent years, the pace of technological change has accelerated dramatically, reintroducing this
difficult ethical quandary with newer and far weightier consequences. As Markoff chronicles the
history of automation, from the birth of the artificial intelligence and intelligence augmentation
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communities in the 1950s, to the modern day brain trusts at Google and Apple in Silicon
Valley, and on to the expanding tech corridor between Boston and New York, he traces the
different ways developers have addressed this fundamental problem and urges them to
carefully consider the consequences of their work. We are on the verge of a technological
revolution, Markoff argues, and robots will profoundly transform the way our lives are
organized. Developers must now draw a bright line between what is human and what is
machine, or risk upsetting the delicate balance between them.
“Startling in scope and bravado.” —Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Artfully envisions a
breathtakingly better world.” —Los Angeles Times “Elaborate, smart and persuasive.” —The
Boston Globe “A pleasure to read.” —The Wall Street Journal One of CBS News’s Best Fall
Books of 2005 • Among St Louis Post-Dispatch’s Best Nonfiction Books of 2005 • One of
Amazon.com’s Best Science Books of 2005 A radical and optimistic view of the future course
of human development from the bestselling author of How to Create a Mind and The
Singularity is Nearer who Bill Gates calls “the best person I know at predicting the future of
artificial intelligence” For over three decades, Ray Kurzweil has been one of the most
respected and provocative advocates of the role of technology in our future. In his classic The
Age of Spiritual Machines, he argued that computers would soon rival the full range of human
intelligence at its best. Now he examines the next step in this inexorable evolutionary process:
the union of human and machine, in which the knowledge and skills embedded in our brains
will be combined with the vastly greater capacity, speed, and knowledge-sharing ability of our
creations.
Intelligent algorithms are already well on their way to making white collar jobs obsolete: travel
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agents, data-analysts, and paralegals are currently in the firing line. In the near future, doctors,
taxi-drivers and ironically even computer programmers are poised to be replaced by ‘robots’.
Without a radical reassessment of our economic and political structures, we risk the very
implosion of the capitalist economy itself. In The Rise of the Robots, technology expert Martin
Ford systematically outlines the achievements of artificial intelligence and uses a wealth of
economic data to illustrate the terrifying societal implications. From health and education to
finance and technology, his warning is stark – all jobs that are on some level routine are likely
to eventually be automated, resulting in the death of traditional careers and a hollowed-out
middle class. The robots are coming and we have to decide – now – whether the future will
bring prosperity or catastrophe.
The human brain has some capabilities that the brains of other animals lack. It is to these
distinctive capabilities that our species owes its dominant position. Other animals have
stronger muscles or sharper claws, but we have cleverer brains. If machine brains one day
come to surpass human brains in general intelligence, then this new superintelligence could
become very powerful. As the fate of the gorillas now depends more on us humans than on the
gorillas themselves, so the fate of our species then would come to depend on the actions of
the machine superintelligence. But we have one advantage: we get to make the first move. Will
it be possible to construct a seed AI or otherwise to engineer initial conditions so as to make an
intelligence explosion survivable? How could one achieve a controlled detonation? To get
closer to an answer to this question, we must make our way through a fascinating landscape of
topics and considerations. Read the book and learn about oracles, genies, singletons; about
boxing methods, tripwires, and mind crime; about humanity's cosmic endowment and
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differential technological development; indirect normativity, instrumental convergence, whole
brain emulation and technology couplings; Malthusian economics and dystopian evolution;
artificial intelligence, and biological cognitive enhancement, and collective intelligence.
A pair of technology experts describe how humans will have to keep pace with machines in
order to become prosperous in the future and identify strategies and policies for business and
individuals to use to combine digital processing power with human ingenuity.
Before there were machines, every product had to be done manually. Even handling of
dangerous substances were done by humans without proper protection. This resulted in a lot
of health problems but people didn’t care because they were given jobs. So when the
machines were introduced, millions of lives changed. This book will tell you what those
changes were and how they affected the citizens. Enjoy reading!
Thomas Rid’s revelatory history of cybernetics pulls together disparate threads in the history
of technology, from the invention of radar and pilotless flying bombs in World War Two to
today’s age of CCTV, cryptocurrencies and Oculus Rift, to make plain that our current
anxieties about privacy and security will be emphatically at the crux of the new digital future
that we have been steadily, sometimes inadvertently, creating for ourselves. Rise of the
Machines makes a singular and significant contribution to the advancement of our clearer
understanding of that future – and of the past that has generated it. PRAISE FOR THOMAS
RID ‘A fascinating survey of the oscillating hopes and fears expressed by the cybernetic
mythos.’ The Wall Street Journal ‘Thoughtful, enlightening … a mélange of history, media
studies, political science, military engineering and, yes, etymology … A meticulous yet startling
alternate history of computation.’ New Scientist
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For Readers of Ray Kurzweil and Michio Kaku, a New Look at the Cutting Edge of
Artificial Intelligence Imagine a robotic stuffed animal that can read and respond to a
child’s emotional state, a commercial that can recognize and change based on a
customer’s facial expression, or a company that can actually create feelings as though
a person were experiencing them naturally. Heart of the Machine explores the next
giant step in the relationship between humans and technology: the ability of computers
to recognize, respond to, and even replicate emotions. Computers have long been
integral to our lives, and their advances continue at an exponential rate. Many believe
that artificial intelligence equal or superior to human intelligence will happen in the nottoo-distance future; some even think machine consciousness will follow. Futurist
Richard Yonck argues that emotion, the first, most basic, and most natural form of
communication, is at the heart of how we will soon work with and use computers.
Instilling emotions into computers is the next leap in our centuries-old obsession with
creating machines that replicate humans. But for every benefit this progress may bring
to our lives, there is a possible pitfall. Emotion recognition could lead to advanced
surveillance, and the same technology that can manipulate our feelings could become a
method of mass control. And, as shown in movies like Her and Ex Machina, our society
already holds a deep-seated anxiety about what might happen if machines could
actually feel and break free from our control. Heart of the Machine is an exploration of
the new and inevitable ways in which mankind and technology will interact. The
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paperback edition has a new foreword by Rana el Kaliouby, PhD, a pioneer in artificial
emotional intelligence, as well as the cofounder and CEO of Affectiva, the acclaimed AI
startup spun off from the MIT Media Lab.
The New York Times-bestselling guide to how automation is changing the economy,
undermining work, and reshaping our lives Winner of Best Business Book of the Year
awards from the Financial Times and from Forbes "Lucid, comprehensive, and
unafraid...;an indispensable contribution to a long-running argument."--Los Angeles
Times What are the jobs of the future? How many will there be? And who will have
them? As technology continues to accelerate and machines begin taking care of
themselves, fewer people will be necessary. Artificial intelligence is already well on its
way to making "good jobs" obsolete: many paralegals, journalists, office workers, and
even computer programmers are poised to be replaced by robots and smart software.
As progress continues, blue and white collar jobs alike will evaporate, squeezing
working- and middle-class families ever further. At the same time, households are
under assault from exploding costs, especially from the two major industries-education
and health care-that, so far, have not been transformed by information technology. The
result could well be massive unemployment and inequality as well as the implosion of
the consumer economy itself. The past solutions to technological disruption, especially
more training and education, aren't going to work. We must decide, now, whether the
future will see broad-based prosperity or catastrophic levels of inequality and economic
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insecurity. Rise of the Robots is essential reading to understand what accelerating
technology means for our economic prospects-not to mention those of our children-as
well as for society as a whole.
"What does AI mean for your business? Read this book to find out." -- Hal Varian, Chief
Economist, Google Artificial intelligence does the seemingly impossible, magically
bringing machines to life--driving cars, trading stocks, and teaching children. But facing
the sea change that AI will bring can be paralyzing. How should companies set
strategies, governments design policies, and people plan their lives for a world so
different from what we know? In the face of such uncertainty, many analysts either
cower in fear or predict an impossibly sunny future. But in Prediction Machines, three
eminent economists recast the rise of AI as a drop in the cost of prediction. With this
single, masterful stroke, they lift the curtain on the AI-is-magic hype and show how
basic tools from economics provide clarity about the AI revolution and a basis for action
by CEOs, managers, policy makers, investors, and entrepreneurs. When AI is framed
as cheap prediction, its extraordinary potential becomes clear: Prediction is at the heart
of making decisions under uncertainty. Our businesses and personal lives are riddled
with such decisions. Prediction tools increase productivity--operating machines,
handling documents, communicating with customers. Uncertainty constrains strategy.
Better prediction creates opportunities for new business structures and strategies to
compete. Penetrating, fun, and always insightful and practical, Prediction Machines
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follows its inescapable logic to explain how to navigate the changes on the horizon. The
impact of AI will be profound, but the economic framework for understanding it is
surprisingly simple.
A Wall Street Journal reporter evaluates the cost and consequences of high-speed
trading, arguing that the development of automatic, super-intelligent trading machines is
eliminating necessary human interests and compromising regulation measures. 50,000
first printing.
Two authorities on future warfare join forces to create a taut, convincing novel—set in
2026—about a besieged America battling for its very existence.
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